Chapter: 3291
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“So simple?”
An Tianxiang obviously hadn’t seen through Yang Ning’s thoughts. He
raised his eyebrows in surprise, wondering why Yang Ning didn’t even
struggle.
“Well, what you said makes sense, I’ll listen to you for the time being.”
Yang Ning’s face seemed neither wronged nor embarrassed. She
seemed to have no idea about An Tianxiang’s proposal, and just looked
out the window calmly.
An Tianxiang couldn’t see through her attitude, but for him, this was
the best.
After dozens of minutes, the two finally arrived at his apartment in the
new urban area. Yang Ning didn’t take anything, and was taken directly
to the elevator by An Tianxiang.
Sitting on the elevator, Yang Ning felt uneasy and kept guessing what
would happen next. The worst and the most dramatic she had thought,
but even then she couldn’t do anything but wait.
“Ding.”
After a while, the elevator stopped on the twelfth floor. Yang Ning
followed the generous back in front of him and walked into one of the
rooms. As soon as he entered the room, what caught Yang Ning’s eyes
was the striking black and white decoration style.
When you walk into it with all your heart, a feeling of restraint and
indifference will gradually wrap around you.
Yang Ning felt the coldness at the moment, and withdrew his gaze and
began to change his shoes. However, halfway through the shoes, he
was stopped in his arms by An Tianxiang, who was too slow.
“Hey, what’s the matter? I haven’t finished changing my shoes.” Yang
Ning lowered his head nervously, tightened his fingers, and did not
dare to turn around. An Tianxiang’s warm breath fell on his ears.
“You are too slow. Regarding Yang Qingfeng, don’t think I will forgive
you just by admitting your mistake.” An Tianxiang blinked his
eyelashes lightly, and his thin lips suddenly caught Yang Ning’s soft and
smooth from behind. ear beads.
The ear was bitten gently, as if iron was burning his earlobe, Yang
Ning’s heart was up and down, his body was tense, and he couldn’t
push An Tianxiang’s hand that was wanton wandering around him.
“do not……”
The sensitive parts were teased by An Tianxiang, Yang Ning stood at
the entrance of the porch, and couldn’t help leaning against An
Tianxiang’s warm embrace, letting his breath cover him up.
“What’s the matter, you have a very uncomfortable expression?”
Knowing to ask, An Tianxiang stopped all the movements in his hands,
and gently raised his lips, the broken light in his eyes was already
stained with color.
Knowing that he was teasing her, Yang Ning couldn’t take it any
longer, she twisted her body, turned around and hooked An
Tianxiang’s neck, her slightly cold fingers slipped into An Tianxiang’s
clothes.
The firm and smooth skin was played with by Yang Ning inch by inch,
and the blurred eyes were stained with erotic mist. An Tianxiang felt
Yang Ning’s boldness, and the fusion between his lips and tongues
became more intense and enthusiastic.
In the empty room, An Tianxiang and Yang Ning were always in high
spirits.
An Tianxiang, who originally planned to take this as punishment, felt
helpless for a while, seeing that neither of them could take it as a
punishment.
The next morning, Yang Ning was dazedly awakened by the sun
shining in the room through the gaps in the curtains. She frowned,
yawned and opened her eyes, her mind stagnant for a while before she
dazedly remembered yesterday. thing.
Wait, did you do something amazing yesterday?
“you’re awake?”
Yang Ning was lying stiffly on the bed, her face flushed red, a familiar
voice sounded, her whole body shook violently, and she immediately
got into the quilt like an ostrich.
An Tianxiang had just come out of the shower, and when he saw that
she didn’t dare to face her, his eyes were full of laughter.
She was so enthusiastic yesterday, why didn’t she see her so shy, but it
was over before she hid and didn’t dare to see anyone.
He chuckled lightly, his expression was much better than yesterday, his
eyes squinted at the protruding part of the big bed, and he said coldly:
“If you don’t get up, you will not be able to catch up with your
announcement. Your agent doesn’t know how many calls you have
made. A call came.”

